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Abstract
Syllable stress is detected automatically using a classifier
trained with stress labels and features computed based on acous-
tics within syllables. Typically, in real scenarios, syllable data
is estimated considering an acoustic model (AM) and a lexi-
con. Thus, their quality affects the stress detection performance
(accuracy). In this work, we analyse variations in the accura-
cies on ISLE corpus containing spoken English utterances from
non-native speakers. In the analysis, we consider five AMs
and five lexicons containing native English pronunciations aug-
mented with different percentages of non-native pronunciations
collected from the corpus. For each AM and lexicon com-
bination, we estimate syllable data using two existing forced-
alignment techniques and observe that the accuracies obtained
with the features from both the data are comparable. Further,
we propose a set of features based on context dependencies of
the syllable nuclei. For all the combinations, the accuracies are
higher when context based features are augmented with acous-
tic based features and the highest accuracy is obtained for the
combination whose estimated syllable data has the least error.
Among all five lexicons, the highest and the least accuracies for
ITA & GER are obtained when the lexicons include all & none
and none & all of the non-native pronunciations respectively.
Index Terms: Stress detection quality, context dependent fea-
tures, estimated syllable data.

1. Introduction
Automatic detection of syllable stress has been shown to be use-
ful for evaluating pronunciation [1–3] in several applications
including computer assisted language learning (CALL). It is
also useful in providing feedback to the second language (L2)
learners by automatically identifying localized pronunciation
errors [4, 5]. Typically, the stress detection task is performed
as a classification problem in a supervised manner [3, 5–7] us-
ing a set of features representing a syllable and the respective
stress labels (stressed and unstressed). In most of the exist-
ing works, the labels are obtained from a manual annotation
process and the syllable data (both the syllable transcriptions
and their time-aligned boundaries) is estimated using forced-
alignment [4, 7–10]. Hence, the reliability of the stress detec-
tion task depends on the features and the quality of the syllable
data.

Forced-alignment is performed with an automatic speech
recognition (ASR) system considering an acoustic model (AM)
and a pronunciation lexicon [5, 6, 8]. Thus, different combina-
tions of AMs and lexicons could cause variations in the sylla-
ble data in terms of the forced-aligned syllable transcriptions
as well as their boundaries. Usually, a pronunciation lexicon
containing all pronunciation variants of L2 learners could re-
sult in a better quality syllable data from the forced-alignment.
However, the availability of such lexicons is limited and identi-
fication of such pronunciations is also challenging.
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Significance of the study: Since the quality of the sylla-
ble data depends on the AM and the lexicon used in the forced-
alignment, it is required to analyse the effect of the syllable data
estimated under different combinations of AMs and lexicons in
the stress detection task. Further, in a typical forced-alignment
process, a single AM is considered to represent a syllable nu-
cleus in both the stressed and unstressed syllables. However,
the speech acoustics belonging to a nucleus of the stressed syl-
lable differ from those of an unstressed syllable. Thus, in order
to account these, Ramanathi et al. [11] have proposed to per-
form forced-alignment on non-native English data considering
syllable nucleus in stressed and unstressed syllables separately.
For this, they have encoded respective stress labels on to a syl-
lable nucleus and referred it as stress encoded syllable nucleus
(SESN). Further, in the process, they have used a separate AM
for each SESN to represent speech acoustics in it.

In addition, most of the existing works have proposed fea-
tures to capture variations in the acoustics within syllables.
Some works have considered the variations in f0, energy and
syllable duration [5, 6, 8, 9]. Some other works have also used
features based on spectral tilt and log posteriors from Gaus-
sian mixture models using Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) [4] and perceptual attributes [10]. In addition to the
acoustic features, some works have reported using contextual
information in the syllables for the stress detection task. Tepper-
man et al. have proposed a set of acoustic features by incorpo-
rating nuclei and its context dependent variations [5] computed
from heuristic observations [12, 13]. Similarly, Deshmukh et
al. have performed the stress detection using acoustic features
in multiple clusters depending on broad phoneme class of the
nuclei [7]. However, the contextual information considered in
these works are limited and heuristically applied. Thus, it is
required to analyse the context dependencies further in a data-
driven manner for the stress detection task.

Summary: For the study, we consider a supervised stress
detection setup using an SVM classifier trained with a set of 19-
dim binary features representing context dependencies added
with existing acoustic based features [14]. We perform ex-
periments on ISLE [15] corpus containing polysyllabic English
words separately spoken by German and Italian speakers. We
estimate the syllable data from a typical and the SESN based
forced-alignment processes using five different AMs trained
with the data from three corpora, namely, Librispeech (LS) [16],
wall-street journal (WSJ) [17] and fisher-English (FE) [18] and
six lexicons by augmenting randomly chosen word pronuncia-
tions from ISLE corpus at different percentages to a native En-
glish pronunciation lexicon. For all the AM and lexicon combi-
nations, improvements in the accuracies are found when context
based features are included compared to when acoustic features
alone are used and the highest improvement is obtained for the
lexicon that includes all word pronunciations from ISLE. For
every combination of AM and lexicon, the accuracies obtained
using the data from the two force-alignment processes are com-
parable.
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2. Database
We use ISLE [15] corpus in all our experiments in this work. We
use all 7834 utterances from 46 non-native speakers (23 German
(GER) and 23 Italian (ITA)) learning English. Each speaker
uttered approximately 160 sentences. Phoneme transcriptions
were available, which were obtained from forced-alignment fol-
lowed by manual correction from a team of five linguists. They
also labeled all the syllable nuclei with stress markings by as-
suring only one stressed syllable nucleus in each word. Using
the phoneme transcriptions, we obtain time-aligned boundaries
considering forced-alignment approach. Following this, we ob-
tain the syllable data, referred to as ground-truth syllable data.
In the experiments, we consider only polysyllabic words from
the data. This result in a total of 7586 & 7791 and 8586 & 4648
words in the train and test data respectively for GER & ITA
speakers.

3. Proposed setup for the study
The block diagram in Figure 1 shows the proposed stress detec-
tion setup for the study. It has four steps, out of which we anal-
yse the effect of first and second steps in the stress detection
task. In the first step, we apply the forced-alignment process
on a speech signal using its sentence transcription to estimate
phoneme transcriptions as well as aligned phoneme and word
boundaries. Further, we syllabify the phoneme transcriptions
and obtain syllable transcriptions and its time aligned bound-
aries. In the second step, we compute a binary feature vector
for each syllable using its transcription. In the third step, we
classify each syllable segment as stressed or unstressed with an
SVM classifier using binary plus acoustic features. In the last
step, we post-process the estimated stress markings to ensure
that each polysyllabic word has only one stressed syllable.

Figure 1: Block diagram represents the steps involved in the
proposed stress detection setup for the study. The gray color
blocks indicate the components that are analysed in this study.

3.1. Context dependent features

The acoustic based features that are derived from the syllable or
the syllable nucleus are not only affected by stress prominence
but also by context and phoneme class of the syllable nucleus.
Umeda has observed that the duration of the vowel (typically,
forms the syllable nuclei) changes depending on the phonemes
on its either sides [13]. In order to account these variabilities,
there exist works that use contextual information for the stress
detection task [5, 7]. However, these are either heuristically ap-
plied or limited in using the context. In this study, we consider a
19-dim binary feature vector derived from the phoneme class of
the nuclei and its context dependencies reported in Table 1 and
perform the stress detection task in a data-driven manner. In the
table, there are a total of 19 categories and for each category, a
binary value (1 or 0) is encoded in the feature vector indicating
the context category.

3.2. Syllable data estimation

We obtain two sets of syllable data using a typical and SESN
based forced-alignment processes.

Table 1: List of the context and corresponding categories con-
sidered for obtaining a 19-dim binary feature vector

Context Category
Syllable nucleus type Low, Mid, High, Lax and Tense

Phoneme preceding
the syllable nucleus

Nasals, Voiced stops, Unvoiced stops,
Voiced fricative, Unvoiced fricatives
and remaining consonants

Phoneme following
the syllable nucleus

Nasals, Voiced stops, Unvoiced stops,
Voiced fricative, Unvoiced fricatives
and remaining consonants

Word Position Pre-pausal, Not pre-pausal

3.2.1. Typical forced-alignment

A state-of-the-art ASR system has three components – 1) AM,
2) pronunciation lexicon and 3) language model (LM) [19, 20].
The AM consists of a hidden Markov model (HMM) and a deep
neural network (DNN), where each context dependent phoneme
is modeled using states of an HMM and the DNN is used to
compute the posterior probabilities of those states given speech
acoustics. The lexicon consists of multiple phoneme sequences
representing pronunciations for each word. The LM consists of
an n-gram model representing probability distribution of word
sequences [21]. The parameters in the AM and LM are learnt
independently, where for the former, the lexicon is considered
during the training. During decoding, all the three models are
used. However, in the forced-alignment sentence transcriptions
are known and, hence, the LM is not required. Thus, the forced-
alignment is performed in a manner similar to decoding without
LM.

3.2.2. SESN based forced-alignment

We perform SESN based forced-alignment by following the
work proposed by Ramanathi et al. [11]. In this process, a syl-
lable nucleus in the stressed and unstressed syllables is repre-
sented separately using SESN with label 1 and 0 respectively.
As an example, for the syllable nucleus A, the SESN with la-
bel 1 and 0 are A1 and A0 respectively. Further, the AMs are
learnt separately for each SESN of every syllable nucleus and
a lexicon is obtained by incorporating the pronunciation vari-
ants based on the SESN. We describe the process of obtaining
updated lexicon with SESN using an exemplary word “Tomor-
row”. For this word, one of the pronunciation entries contains
the phonemes t, u, m, A, r, oU out of which the phonemes u, A &
oU are the syllable nuclei. For these syllable nuclei, the SESN
with label 1 are u1, A1 & oU1 and with label 0 are u0, A0 &
oU0. Considering these, a new pronunciation entry is obtained
by replacing one syllable nucleus at a time in the existing entry
with the respective SESN with label 1 and the remaining syl-
lable nuclei with respective SESN with label 0. Thus, for each
pronunciation entry a set of k entries is obtained, where k is the
number of syllable nuclei in the pronunciation. For the exem-
plary pronunciation, three SESN based entries are obtained and
those are {t, u1, m, A0, r, oU0}, {t, u0, m, A1, r, oU0} and {t,
u0, m, A0, r, oU1}. This procedure is applied to all entries in the
pronunciation lexicon.

3.3. Study summary

The stress detection accuracy is a function of acoustic and con-
text based features, which are, in turn, a function of the sylla-
ble data. Further, the syllable data depends on forced-alignment
process including the AM & lexicon used. Thus, it is non-trivial
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to analyse each one individually. Besides that, in order to per-
form the stress detection task, stress labels are needed for es-
timated syllable data, which can be obtained from the manual
annotation. In practice, it is costly and cumbersome to obtain
labels for the estimated syllable data. Hence, it is required to
analyse variations under mismatched train-test condition i.e.,
considering the test set from estimated syllable data and train
set from the data assigned with ground-truth labels, for exam-
ple, ground-truth syllable data. In order to address these, we
propose to study their effects considering both acoustic and con-
text based features with the following set-ups.

• To analyse the effect of AMs only, we consider the
ground-truth syllable data obtained using different AMs.

• To analyse the mismatched condition, we consider esti-
mated syllable data obtained using different AMs with
one lexicon.

• To analyse the effect of the lexicon, we consider esti-
mated syllable data obtained using the same AMs con-
sidered in set-up 2 and synthetically generated lexicons
containing different percentages of non-native pronunci-
ations.

4. Experiments and results
4.1. Experimental setup

We consider unweighted accuracy [5, 14] as an objective mea-
sure in the stress detection task. We use an SVM classifier
with RBF kernel for the classification task with the complex-
ity parameter (C) equal to 1.0 and with kernel coefficient (γ)
equal to 1/number of features. SVM classifier is implemented
using Scikit-learn [22]. Following the work by Yarra et al. [14],
we obtain the acoustic features for each syllable. We consider
P2TK syllabifier [23] for the syllabification.

Setup for forced-alignment: We use DNN-HMM based
AMs for the forced-alignment. The DNN-HMM models are
learnt by following Daniel Povey’s (Dan’s [24]) implementation
[25] available in the Kaldi speech recognition tool-kit [19] using
five data sets – 1) 960 hrs of entire set from Libri-speech [16]
(LS), 2) 30 hrs of sub-set randomly chosen from LS (LS-S), 3)
30 hrs of sub-set randomly chosen from Wall street journal [17]
(WSJ), 4) 2000 hrs of entire set from Fisher English [18] (FE)
and 5) 30 hrs of sub-set randomly chosen from FE (FE-S). The
smaller sub-sets are considered to analyse the effect of data size
used in learning AMs. Further, the lexicons are obtained by
augmenting a native English lexicon with five different sub-sets
randomly chosen from the entire set of word pronunciations by
GER and ITA speakers collected from ISLE at the following
percentages – 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100. The native English lexicon
is obtained by combining the following four lexicons – CMU
[26], TIMIT [27], Beep [28] and the lexicon used in preparing
ISLE data. The phonemes in the combined lexicon are mapped
to a set of 39 phonemes [26] following the phoneme mapping1

available in the Kaldi tool-kit. It is to be noted that we have not
learnt a DNN-HMM AM using ISLE corpus due to its limited
amount of data.

Train and test sets: Similar to the work proposed by Yarra
et al. [14] and Tepperman et al. [5], we use 1st-12th & 1st-13th
speakers data for training and 13th-23rd & 14th-23rd speakers
data for testing for GER & ITA respectively for the experiments
based on the ground-truth syllable data. These sets are referred
to as original train and test sets. However, under mismatched

1https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/blob/master/egs/timit/s5/conf/phones.60-48-39.map

train-test condition, we use the original train set for the training
but, for testing, we derive a sub-set from the above test set for
each combination of AM and lexicon. This is because, in order
to compute the accuracies, labels for the estimated syllable data
are needed. Since those are not available, we propose to obtain
those by assigning ground-truth labels to the estimated syllable
data. This can be done only when the number of the syllables
in a word in the ground-truth syllable data is identical to that in
the estimated syllable data, although it is not guaranteed in the
entire test set.

4.2. Results and discussion

4.2.1. Comparison based on AM

In order to know the effectiveness of AM, first, we analyse ASR
performance using each AM and then study the stress detec-
tion accuracies. For the ASR, in order to avoid any variations
based on lexicon entries, we consider a lexicon with only word
pronunciations by GER and ITA speakers collected from the
ISLE. The WERs obtained on the original test sets from GER
& ITA speakers using LS, LS-S, WSJ, FE and FE-S based AMs
are found to be 16.02 & 20.84, 27.41 & 36.02, 35.25 & 55.11,
24.75 & 31.73 and 40.18 & 50.73 respectively. From these val-
ues, it is observed that the WERs are significantly high in both
GER and ITA speakers across all five AMs, although the lexicon
contains all non-native pronunciations. This could be because
of mismatches between the speech acoustics in the data used for
AMs and those in non-native data. Further, between GER and
ITA speakers, the higher WERs are observed in the case of ITA
speakers. This indicates that the degree of such mismatches is
more in the case of ITA speakers than those in the case of GER
speakers. It is interesting to observe that, between the AMs
from LS and LS-S, the higher WER is found when AM from
LS-S is used. Similarly, a higher WER is found when the AM
from FE-S is used compared to the AMs from FE. These to-
gether indicate that the AMs are less effective in compensating
acoustic mismatches when the AMs are learnt from a smaller
set of native English data compared to those from a larger set.
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Figure 2: Stress detection accuracies obtained with ground-
truth syllable data using five types of AMs in three types of
forced-alignment approaches – 1) typical 2) SESN and 3) SESN
with ground-truth labels.

Figure 2 shows the stress detection accuracies obtained
using acoustic and acoustic plus context based features for
GER and ITA using all five AMs. For this, in addition to the
ground-truth syllable data from two types of forced-alignment
approaches, we obtain another set of ground-truth syllable data
with SESN based approach considering ground-truth phoneme
transcriptions encoded with ground truth labels. From the fig-
ure, it is observed that the accuracies obtained using acous-
tic plus context based features are more than those using only
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acoustic features for both GER and ITA across all three types
of syllable data in every AM. This indicates the benefit of the
proposed context dependent features. Further, the accuracies
obtained using acoustic based features in the case of ITA speak-
ers are lower than those in the case of GER for all three types
of syllable data. Similarly, the accuracies are lower with AMs
using LS-S, FE-S than those using LS and FE respectively and
it is the least when WSJ based AM is used. These together in-
dicate that the AM with better ASR performance on non-native
data results in better stress detection accuracy. While observing
the accuracies obtained using acoustic plus context based fea-
tures, similar comparisons based on acoustic based features are
observed only with respect to the AMs but not across GER and
ITA. The accuracies obtained for ITA are higher than those for
GER in most of the cases. This indicates that the reduction in
the accuracies due to the lower ASR performance is compen-
sated by using accurate context dependent features for ITA.

In addition, when the accuracies are averaged across the
GER and ITA (shown above the each pair of bar), it is observed
that the accuracies are similar across all three types of forced-
alignment approaches for a given AM using acoustic and acous-
tic plus context based features separately. This indicates that the
effect due to different types of forced-alignment approaches are
negligible.
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Figure 3: Improvements in the accuracies under estimated syl-
lable data conditions with respect to those under ground-truth
syllable data.
4.2.2. Comparison based on mismatched train-test condition

Figure 3a shows the improvements in the accuracies obtained
with four sets of acoustic plus context based features using es-
timated syllable data from those obtained with acoustic based
features using ground-truth syllable data. The four sets of fea-
tures are obtained when the syllable boundaries & its transcrip-
tions used in the respective acoustic & context based features
are obtained from the following four combinations – 1) esti-
mated data & none 2) estimated data for the both 3) estimated &
ground-truth syllable data 4) ground-truth & estimated syllable
data. For this, we consider the estimated syllable data obtained
with the typical forced-alignment approach using the AMs from
LS, WSJ and FE considering the native English lexicon. This
because the accuracies are comparable across all three types of
forced-alignment approaches, hence we use the typical force-
alignment approach for the rest of the experiments. Further,
AMs using LS-S and FE-S are not considered as they perform
worse than LS and FE based AMs. From the figure, it is ob-
served that the improvements are negative in most of the AMs
only for the first combination. This could be due to the vari-
ations in the syllable boundaries in the estimated syllable data
from the ground-truth syllable data. Further, the positive values
of improvements in all the three AMs for the second combi-
nation indicate the benefit of the acoustic plus context based
features even when the syllable data is estimated. In addition,
the higher improvements with the fourth combination compared
to those with the third combination suggest that the estimation

of more accurate boundaries is important than the estimation of
correct syllable transcriptions. It is also observed that the im-
provements in the case of ITA are lower than those in the case
of GER. This could be because we observe that the variations in
the boundaries and transcriptions are higher in the case of ITA
speakers than in the case of GER speakers.
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Figure 4: MAD and PER obtained between estimated and
ground-truth syllable data

4.2.3. Comparison based on lexicon

Figure 3b shows the improvements in the accuracies as com-
puted in Figure 3a averaging across those from estimated data
using all three AMs. In this figure, the averaged improvements
are computed for the estimated data from five augmented lexi-
cons. From the figure, it is observed that the averaged improve-
ments increase (decrease) with the percentages of augmentation
for ITA (GER) respectively. This indicates that adding non-
native pronunciation helps in the case of ITA but not the case
for GER. In order to investigate this, we compute the sum of
mean absolute difference (MAD) between the boundaries and
phoneme error rate (PER) between the transcriptions in the es-
timated and ground-truth syllable data. Figure 4 shows MAD
and PER for GER and ITA using estimated syllable data from
the three AMs and all five augmented lexicons. From the figure,
it is observed that the MAD and PER increase with the percent-
age of augmented non-native pronunciations for GER speak-
ers. This could be because the pronunciations of GER speakers
are similar to the native English pronunciations. Hence, a big-
ger lexicon with more non-native pronunciations could result in
lower performance due to the confusions caused by more num-
ber of pronunciations per word. On the other hand, the MAD
and PER decrease with the percentages for ITA speakers. In this
case, a bigger lexicon supports in estimating non-native pronun-
ciations which are not available in the native English lexicon.
These together suggest that the variations in the averaged im-
provements as observed in Figure 3b are inversely proportional
to the variations in the MAD and PER with the augmentation
percentage. Thus increasing the size of lexicon could not im-
prove the accuracies for all types of non-native speakers.

5. Conclusions
We analyze how the accuracy of a supervised technique for
stress detection task is affected by the quality of the estimated
syllable data, which is used for computing the acoustic fea-
tures along with the proposed context features for stress de-
tection. We conduct experiments on ISLE corpus considering
estimated data from two types of forced-alignment approaches
using five AMs and five lexicons, where the lexicons are gen-
erated by adding five different percentages of non-native pro-
nunciations of GER and ITA. We observe that the accuracies
from both the forced-alignment approaches are comparable and
those are higher when the acoustic features are augmented with
the proposed context features. Among all the combinations, the
highest and the least stress detection accuracies are obtained,
when the lexicons contain 100% and 0% of non-native pronun-
ciations respectively for ITA and vice-versa for GER. Further
investigations are required to develop better strategies to obtain
accurately aligned boundaries.
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